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Drumkit riser 
min 2.5m x 2.5m 
height: 40cm 
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Gerardo: 

Bagpipe chanters (4) 

Bagpipe drones (5, 6) 

Vocals, whistle (7) 

Clarinet and/or guest (8) 
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Dan: 

Guitar(1) 

Bouzouki (2) 

Vocals (3) 

= Channel for guests (won’t be playing all songs) i 
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Gareth: 

Fiddle (9) 

Vocals (10) 
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Sam: 

• Tamboril (trad snare drum) (12) 

• Snare (13) 

• Hi-hat (14) 

• Bass drum (15) 

• Overheads (16,17) 
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Rhian: 

Fiddle (11) 
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Mix Channel Instrument Suggested microphone / Details Mic shield 
required 

Mic stand DI 

1 
Dan 

1 Acoustic Guitar Own Ext pre-amp balanced XLR out   DI 

2 Bouzouki Int Pre-amp — Jack out into DI   DI 

3 Backing vocals SHURE SM 58  Boom  

2 
Gerardo  

4 Bagpipe chanter AKG SE 300/CK91  Boom  

5 Bagpipe drone AKG MICROMIC C417 (clip mic)  Clip  

6 Bagpipe drone AKG MICROMIC C417 (clip mic)   Clip  

7 Vocals, piccolo, whistle, jew’s harp SHURE SM 58 YES Boom  

8 Clarinet + Guest bagpipe/pibgorn AKG SE 300/CK91    

3 
Gareth  

9 Gareth Fiddle Own pick-up into DI  Boom DI 

10 Lead/backing vocals SHURE SM 58    

4 
Rhian  

11 Rhian Fiddle Own pick-up and pre-amp into DI   DI 

5 
Sam 

12 Trad snare drum SHURE SM57 / Shenheiser e904    

13 Drumkit snare SHURE SM57 / Shenheiser e904    

14 Hi-hat SHURE SM57    

15 Drumkit bass drum SHURE PG52 / AKG D112    

16 + 17 Overheads AKG c3000B / AKG c415    
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Summary of required material: 

3 vocal mics (1 of them with wind shield for the piccolo) 

12 mics for instruments: of which 2 are clips for bagpipe drones  

4 DI boxes (guitar, bouzouki and fiddles) 

Drumkit rise: minimum dimensions of 2.5m x 2.5m. Height 0.4m 

 

IMPORTANT: all microphone models listed above are just sugges*ons provided as an example. Alterna*ve microphones can be used 

instead but it is important that any replacements have a similar spec. 

In par*cular, it is very important that clip microphones are provided where required and that the ones for the drums have a wide 

enough clip to allow them to fit the rim of the drums. 

The tradi6onal bass drum could be sorted out with just one mic if required, but two will provide the sound engineer with more ability to 

achieve a full, deep sound. 

 

The band is some6mes joined, usually on the last tunes of the set, by guest musicians. The clarinet mic can most 6mes be used at that 

part of the set for a single guest, but the band will communicate it if any other guests were expected and any further lines were required 

for that purpose. 

 

Maelog can perform with less technical requirements than the ones requested in this document, but the band must be contacted if 

the requirements specified on this document cannot be met. 

Gerardo Albela 
gerardoalbela@gmail.com 
07534 222 043 

Dan Lawrence 
danlawrence712@gmail.com 
07951 700 766 

maelogfolk@gmail.com 

Contact details: 

We would really appreciate it if the sound engineer could email/phone the band acknowledging that he/she has received this document 

and confirming that the requirements can be met, or otherwise providing informa6on of which requiments cannot be fully met so that a 

compromise solu6on can be found. 
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Mix: 

The band would really appreciate it if the sound engineer could listen to the band’s material before the gig to get an idea of the balance 

between the different instruments in the band and the type of sound the band is trying to achieve, par6cularly on the bagpipes and tra-

di6onal drums, which are instruments that he/she might be less used to come across. 

h=ps://soundcloud.com/maelog-folk 

 

Since there is no bass guitar or similar, the main sources of melodic bass are the guitar and bouzouki (both played by Dan, so never 

played at the same 6me), which must be conveniently emphasized to ensure the band has sufficient bass levels. 

Other sources of low frequencies are the bagpipes’ drones and bass drums, which must also be appropriately used to that extent. 

 

The bagpipes are the main melody player and must be prominent in the mix when they come into ac6on. Following very closely in the 

mix will be the fiddles. Whistles and piccolo are  also important melody players when they are used, with the clarinet being more of an 

accompaniment when played. 

Gerardo uses in one song a Jew’s harp that will be played though his vocal mic, which will also be used for vocals in the same song. 

Sam uses in one song a type of castanet placed over his chests which must come through the overhead mics. 

Maelog is a Caerdydd-based band that blends the Galician and Welsh music folk tradi6ons. 

 

The band is an acous6c ensemble without bass guitar or backline amps. Apart from a conven6onal drumkit, most other instruments 

(including drums) are tradi6onal and all are accous6c, using on-board pickups or mics for amplifica6on.. 

 

The group is composed by: 

Dan Lawrence at the guitar, bouzouki and backing vocals; 

Gerardo Albela at the gaita (Galician bagpipes), vocals and whistle/piccolo/clarinet; 

Gareth Westaco2 at the fiddle and lead/backing vocals; 

Rhian Evan-Jones at the fiddle; 

and Sam Jowe2 at the drumkit. 


